ADDENDUM #1

INVITATION FOR BID #15-128

SUPPLY, DELIVER AND INSTALL APPROXIMATELY
824 STUDENT LOCKERS TO THREE NEWTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

THIS ADDENDUM IS TO: Change the scope of work for the Brown Middle School and Answer the following Questions:

Brown Middle School – Boys Locker Rooms

Remove and dispose of concrete curb separating the two (2) locker rooms.

This has been added to the original scope for work requested at Brown Middle School Boys Locker room. Please include the cost in your bid submission.

Q1. Day Middle School Boys Locker Room. There are two preformed bases 1@ 14’ 5” length and 2 @ 15’ 9” length. These bases can only accommodate 88/ea 12” wide frames and (with fillers). The Bid specifies 96 Frames.

Q1-a. Should we adjust the amount of lockers or do you have an additional location for the other 8 frames?
A1-a. Reduce the number of frames to 92 frames. If additional base is needed please add to existing 15’9” concrete base.

Q1-b. Should the 8 frames be included in the price to be located afterwards?
A1-b. No

Q2. Pierce Elementary School. Based on the dimensions taken we could only fit 60 frames in the allotted space. We can quote the additional 4 frames to be located during the installation period?
A2. Quote original specified figures please.

Q3. Brown Middle School Men’s Locker Room. Lockers outside the shower area are currently on legs with front and end fillers. Do you want Zee base in this area or do you want lockers on legs with front and end fillers?
A3. Zee base, no legs
All other terms and conditions of this bid remain unchanged.

**PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU ACKNOWLEDGE ALL ADDENDA ON YOUR BID FORM. FAILURE TO ACKNOWLEDGE ALL ADDENDA COULD RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR BID AS NONRESPONSIVE.**

Thank you.

Nicholas Read  
*Chief Procurement Officer*